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Timeline for Contact

Some may have noticed new conditioning guidelines during your USA football certification course. As a
league, we will follow OHSAA guidelines for Acclimatization. “All football candidates must participate in five
days of pre-season non-contact acclimatization prior to any physical contact.”

Clarification of Rules in Questions

● BANTAM
○ Offensive and Defensive linemen must be in a 3 point stance from heads up on the right

offensive tackle to heads up on the left offensive tackle.
○ A Fumble is a dead ball, with no change of possession.

● 3rd Grade
○ Fumbles will be live and may be advanced.
○ offensive and defensive linemen must be in a 3 point stance from heads up on the right offensive

tackle to heads up on the left offensive tackle.

● Personal Foul Rule
○ With two personal fouls a player is removed from the field for the remainder of the possession.

The player may return to the field after the next change of  possession. For example, a player on
the offense is removed. The offense subsequently punts on fourth down and the punting team
takes the field on defense. the removed player may return to the field on defense.

○ A player receiving a third personal foul will be ejected from the game and charged an
unsportsmanlike conduct. Any player ejection will be reviewed by the league and is subject to
further disciplinary action, up to and including removal from team/league for the remainder of
the season.

○ A player receiving a third unsportsmanlike conduct will automatically be reviewed by the
League and is subject to further disciplinary action, up to and including removal from the
team/league for the remainder of the season.

○ Any player under GCYC League Review shall be under a suspension until a decision is made.
○ Illegal equipment suspension (penalty on the coach, USLC). The player may return to the game

after one down and when legally equipped.


